
 

Sensex hits fresh record high 
 
Markets witnessed a strong opening on Monday taking cues from Asian peers and 
rewarding better-than-expected Q2 earnings. 
 
At 10:45 AM, the S&P BSE Sensex was trading at 40,346, up 180 points or 0.5%. The Sensex 
was up over 200 points to hit a new high of 40,412, overtaking last week's highs of 40,392.  
 
Market breadth was positive and out of a total of 2174 shares traded on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange, 1,371 advanced while 679 declined and 124 remained unchanged. The Nifty50 
was trading at 11,960, up 69 points or 0.6%.   
 
10-year Indian G-Sec yields were trading at 6.558 in morning against the previous close of 
6.445.  
 
Continuing their buying streak for the second straight month, overseas investors pumped 
in a net Rs 16,464 crore into the Indian capital markets in October amid positive domestic 
and global cues. 
 

 
 
THE WEEK THAT WAS 
 
Key indices ended with steady gains in the week gone by on buying demand in index 
pivotals. The Sensex settled above the psychological 40,000 mark.  
 
In the week ended on Friday, November 1, 2019, the Sensex rose 1,107 points or 2.83% to 
settle at 40,165. The Nifty 50 index rose 316 points or 2.72% to settle at 11,900. 
 
The BSE Midcap index rose 548.82 points or 3.83% to settle at 14,890.58. The BSE Smallcap 
index rose 447.86 points or 3.4% to settle at 13,600.92. 
 



GLOBAL MARKETS 
 
Asian shares rose to 14-week highs on Monday as growing optimism over US-China trade 
talks and upbeat US job data boosted global investors’ appetite. MSCI’s broadest index of 
Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan and Australian shares were up 0.2% each in early trade, 
while Seoul's Kospi added 0.9%. Markets in Japan were closed for a holiday. On Friday, US 
stocks set a closing record for the third time in five days. 
 

 
 
INDIAN RUPEE 
 
The Indian rupee on Monday rose to hit a five-week high against the US dollar as foreign 
investors continue to buy in local equities and debt market. At 10.10 am, the domestic 
currency was trading at 70.57 a dollar, up 0.36% from Friday's close of 70.81.  
 
CRUDE OIL 
 
Oil prices steadied on Friday after a rough week, squeezed about 4% lower by a 
combination of rising global supply and uncertain future demand. 
 
WEEK AHEAD 
 
Next batch of results of India Inc for the quarter ended 30 September 2019, 
Macroeconomic data, trend in global markets, the movement of rupee against the dollar 
and crude oil price movement, inflows from foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) and domestic 
institutional investors (DIIs) will be closely watched.  
 
On the macro front, Markit Services PMI for October 2019 will be unveiled on Tuesday, 
November 5, 2019. In China, the Caixin Services PMI for October 2019 will be announced 
on Tuesday, 5 November 2019. In Europe, the Euro Area Markit Manufacturing PMI for 
October 2019 will be announced today. 
 



 
 
Source: Reuters, Capital Market, Internal, PTI  
 
Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully. 

Disclaimer: The article (including market views expressed herein) is for general information only and does 
not have regard to specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific 
person who may receive this information. The data/information used/disclosed in the article is only for 
information purposes and not guaranteeing / indicating any returns. The article provides general information 
and comparisons made (if any) are only for illustration purposes. Investments in mutual funds and secondary 
markets inherently involve risks and recipient should consult their legal, tax and financial advisors before 
investing. Recipient should also understand that any reference to the indices/ sectors/ securities/ schemes 
etc. in the article is only for illustration purpose and are NOT stock recommendation(s) from the author or 
L&T Investment Management Limited, the asset management company of L&T Mutual Fund (“the Fund”) or 
any of its associates. Recipient of this information should understand that statements made herein regarding 
future prospects may not be realized or achieved. Any performance information shown refers to the past and 
should not be seen as an indication of future returns. The value of investments and any income from them 
can go down as well as up. The distribution of the article in certain jurisdictions may be restricted or totally 
prohibited and accordingly, persons who come into possession of the article are required to inform 
themselves about, and to observe, any such restrictions.   
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